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This monograph by M. C. Davey is indeed tiimmely because of the upsurge of interest

in blood platelets we are now witnessing around the world. It acquaints the young inves-

tigator with the various technics and with many of the debated problems of platelet

circulation and survival. It is also a good reference source for the experienced platelet

investigator. It includes, in fact, an extensive review of the literature and, simultaneously, a

detailed exposition of the results obtained in a variety of studies by the author.

The first chapter is an introduction to blood platelets in general. It is written with

good respect for history and knowledge of the field. The second, third and fourth chapters
dleal with “materials and nmethods” and are not very original. The fifth chapter reports

analytical experiments on the early phase of the platelet survival curve. Since the

author had previously published on this subject. the scope of this dissertation is limited.

The next three chapters unfold an accurate and well-progranmimmed plan of study of

platelet circulation in normals and in some pathologic states. A new statistical “immodel”

for platelet survival is presented. It is a reasonable compronlise of the two theories-i.e.,

that of “random destruction” and that of platelet “disappearance by senescence.” It derives

more from good conmmon sense than from a new experimental proof. The author concludes
that since platelets are enucleate units lacking the capacity to regenerate their structures,

they must die by aging “if no other fate has befallen thenm.” He further adds that

nmultiple “hits” in the circulation will partially modify their aging process. Although

the nature of these multiple “hits” is not known to the author. he postulates their

existence in an attempt to explain why the linear portion of the normal platelet curve

is followed by a curvilinear “tail.” However, the explanation elaborated by the author

is, obviously, not the only alternative.

The chapter on the site of platelet segregation and destruction in normal subjects

is extensve, and one learns from it that the liver and the spleen are both inmportant sites

of platelet destruction and segregation. It is followed by a short chapter on platelet

survival in patients with thronmbocytosis and thrombocytopenia. The last chapter is

devoted to the relationship between spleen and blood platelets, with the opinion that
the spleen represents an exchangeable platelet pool. An extensive summary concludes

the monograph. The bibliography is accurate and complete.

This review is valuable not only for the information that it collects but. even more,

for the critical and analytical approach to the various investigative problems. All the

present debates on platelet physiology are handled properly, although no strikingly new

facts are contributed. Statistical analysis is utilized extensively and with experience

throughout the monograph. One may regret that this is done at times for the sake of

embellishment rather than for need.

It is renmarkabie that this mmmonograph was written as a doctoral thesis. It is well

presented and includes a large volume of work with results exposed humbly and with

caution. The author closes reminding himself and the reader that “presque toutes nos

connaissances ne sont que probahles.”-Mario G. Baldini, M.D.
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